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A B S T R A C T

The stress-dependent evolution of mechanical Dauphiné twinning has been investigated in axial compression
experiments on a low-grade metamorphic quartzite, applying both time-of-flight neutron diffraction and electron
backscatter diffraction. The data of the experimentally stressed quartzite samples were compared with those of
the naturally deformed starting material to monitor Dauphiné twinning in relation to different experimental
stress states. This comparison shows that in the experimental conditions of 500 °C temperature and 300MPa
confining pressure, Dauphiné twinning initiates below 145MPa differential stress and saturates between
250MPa and 460MPa differential stress.

A single grain orientation analysis (SGOA) has been developed based on the distinction of quartz grains free of
Dauphiné twin boundaries (DTBs) and containing Dauphiné twin boundaries. Comparing pole figures and in-
verse pole figures of DTB-free grains of the starting material with those of the experimentally stressed samples
shows a significantly different orientation distribution of the positive {1011} (r) and the negative {0111} (z)
rhombs. In DTB-containing grains, the SGOA allows to distinguish between host and twin domains. Using DTB-
free grains, the SGOA furthermore reveals a particular pattern, with one of the r rhomb maxima parallel to the
axial compressive stress direction and a girdle with two r rhomb submaxima perpendicular to it. We believe that
this relationship between the axial compressive stress direction and the rhomb orientation distribution shows the
potential of the SGOA in the reconstruction of the paleostress state in naturally stressed quartz-bearing rocks.

1. Introduction

Dauphiné twins can be a primary feature, formed during crystal
growth (Leydolt, 1855; Frondel, 1962), or a secondary microstructure,
resulting from transformation of hexagonal β- to trigonal α-quartz (Van
Landuyt et al., 1986) or mechanical twinning. Mechanical Dauphiné
twinning was discovered by hammering tests on single crystals
(Schubnikov, 1930; Schubnikov and Zinserling, 1932). Since then it has
also been documented in experimentally deformed polycrystalline
quartz-bearing rocks (e.g. Tullis, 1970; Tullis and Tullis, 1972; Wenk
et al., 2006), suggesting a direct relationship between Dauphiné twin-
ning and the stress applied. Therefore, the question arises whether
Dauphiné twins in quartz can be used as a paleostress indicator under
geological conditions (e.g. Wenk et al., 2005; Wenk et al., 2011).

Most of these studies rely on a bulk crystallographic orientation
distribution analysis (e.g. Tullis and Tullis, 1972; Lloyd, 2004; Wenk

et al., 2006; Barton and Wenk, 2007). In this study, we introduce a
single grain orientation analysis (SGOA) using electron backscatter
diffraction, identifying the rhomb orientation distribution within the
intracrystalline domains separated by Dauphiné twin boundaries
(DTBs). We applied this novel procedure on a series of samples of a
naturally deformed, low-grade metamorphic quartzite that were ex-
perimentally subjected to different axial compressive stresses. We
subsequently explored how the occurrence of Dauphiné twins evolved
in the experimentally stressed samples with respect to the Dauphiné
twins that were already present in the starting material, reflecting the
preceding geological history. Eventually, this experimental study allows
us to assess the potential of Dauphiné twins as a paleostress indicator in
naturally deformed quartz-bearing rocks.
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2. Dauphiné twinning in quartz

Quartz has trigonal symmetry (spacegroup P3121) (Fig. 1). It can
occur in a right-handed and left-handed form, which cannot be dis-
tinguished with diffraction methods. The Laue group for quartz is 3 m.
There are many twin laws for α-quartz (e.g. Friedel, 1926). Of parti-
cular interest here is Dauphiné twinning where host and twin are re-
lated by a two-fold twin axis parallel to the crystallographic c-axis
[0001]. In trigonal α-quartz this 180° rotation about the c-axis is
equivalent to a 60° rotation. Dauphiné twinning has no effect on the
orientation of the crystallographic c-axis and a-axes, although the po-
larity of the a-axes [1120] (a+ and a−) are reversed, affecting the
piezoelectric properties of quartz (e.g. Frondel, 1945). Dauphiné
twinning transposes, the positive {1011} (r) and the negative {0111} (z)
rhombs. Dauphiné twinning does not result in significant macroscopic
finite strain. Twin domains only differ from host domains by small
atomic displacements on the scale of the interatomic spacing without
breaking bonds (Schubnikov and Zinserling, 1932) (Fig. 2).

Because the c-axis orientation is identical in host and twin domain,
Dauphiné twins are undetectable by optical microscopy. Only

diffraction techniques (X-ray, electron, neutron) can resolve the tri-
gonal symmetry, based on intensity differences of diffraction signals on
positive and negative rhomb lattice planes. Recent investigations using
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) system have revealed that Dauphiné
twins are common in many naturally deformed quartz-bearing rocks
(e.g. Menegon et al., 2011; Fall et al., 2016).

Mechanical Dauphiné twinning of trigonal α-quartz is driven by its
highly anisotropic stiffness (e.g. Heyliger et al., 2003; Ohno et al.,
2006). Fig. 3 illustrates the stiffness anisotropy at experimental tem-
perature conditions (500 °C) by the equal area projection of the Young's
modulus (after Ohno et al., 2006). The direction of maximum stiffness,
with a Young's modulus of 109 GPa, is oriented near the pole to the
negative {0111} (z) rhombs, while the direction of minimum stiffness,
with a Young's modulus of 63 GPa, is oriented near the pole of the
positive {2021} rhombs. Mechanical Dauphiné twinning occurs in re-
sponse to a stress applied, and can already occur at ambient tempera-
tures (Schubnikov and Zinserling, 1932; Zinserling and Schubnikow,
1933). Studies show that temperature has a significant influence on the
initiation of mechanical Dauphiné twinning. At ambient temperature,

Fig. 1. Crystallographic stereographic projection of trigonal α-quartz (left). Quartz crystal with indication of the c-axis and a-axes, and the poles to positive (r) and
negative (z) rhomb planes (right).

Fig. 2. Model of structure of trigonal α-quartz
without a DTB (left) and trigonal α-quartz with a DTB
(right), looking down the c-axis. Only silicon atoms
are shown (circles); gray shades indicate different
levels along c-axis; a1, a2 and a3 are crystallographic
axes; r and z indicate the positive and negative rhomb
planes, respectively. The DTB is indicated with
dotted line; the twin with shaded background; the
host with white background (after Schubnikov and
Zinserling, 1932).
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stresses of 50MPa are considered necessary to initiate twinning (Wenk
et al., 2011), whereas at higher temperatures twinning is believed to
occur at stresses less than 50MPa (Wenk et al., 2006; Tochigi et al.,
2014).

In compression experiments, twinning is activated in a crystal when
its stiff direction is parallel to the maximum compressive stress direc-
tion (Tullis, 1970). Orientations with a high stiffness, such as negative
rhombs {0111} (z) (109 GPa) and {0221} (105 GPa), will twin to align
orientations with a lower stiffness, such as positive rhombs {1011} (r)
(73 GPa) and {2021} (65 GPa), respectively, with the maximum com-
pressive stress direction. Mechanical Dauphiné twinning induces a
preferred orientation of the rhomb planes, while maintaining the ori-
ginal orientation distribution of c-axis and a-axes. Moreover, by twin-
ning the crystal may become more ‘deformable’ through crystal-plastic
deformation mechanisms (e.g. Lloyd, 2004; Menegon et al., 2011).

3. Material and microstructural characteristics

The axial compression experiments were performed on a naturally
deformed, low-grade metamorphic quartzite (sample Br2 – Rio Grande,
Alpinopolis, Brazil). This rock has previously been used in time-of-flight
(TOF) neutron diffraction and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
experiments (Wenk et al., 2009). This quartzite contains mainly elon-
gated quartz grains (Fig. 4). The quartzite also contains a minor amount
of muscovite (length∼50 μm). The orientation of the muscovite defines
the foliation. Most of the muscovite is located between the quartz
grains, but a part of the mica (only a few μm large) is found within the
grains. The contact between the quartz grains and muscovite is mainly
straight. The length of the quartz grains is varying between 100 and
200 μm and the width between 20 and 50 μm (measured with a pet-
rographic microscope). The aspect ratio of the elongated quartz grains
is about 4 to 1. The quartz fabric shows a dominant shape preferred
orientation with an angle of around 17° to the foliation plane, defined
by the orientation of the micas (Fig. 4). Already apparent in polarized
light microscopy with an additional gypsum plate (Fig. 4b) is the wide
range of c-axis orientations. Quartz grains show both high angle

boundaries (> 10°) and low-angle boundaries (< 10°). The size of the
subgrains is around 10–20 μm in diameter. Quartz shows undulose
extinction. The grain boundaries are curved to serrated.

The microstructural analysis of the quartzite shows a deformation
predominantly due to bulging with minor amount of subgrain rotation,
which infers low-grade metamorphic condition with temperatures of
around 300–400 °C (Lloyd and Freeman, 1994; Stipp et al., 2002), being
lower than the temperature conditions (500 °C) of the axial compres-
sion experiments performed in this study. Nevertheless, both tempera-
ture conditions are sufficient to allow mechanical Dauphiné twinning
even at low stresses of 50–100MPa (Wenk et al., 2006). Also coarse-
grained materials, like the quartzite used in this study, tend to be more
favorable for twinning than fine-grained materials such as flint or no-
vaculite (Wenk et al., 2007).

4. Methodology and experimental setup

Three cylinders (10mm in diameter and 20mm in length) were
drilled perpendicular to the foliation from the quartzite sample for axial
compression experiments in a Paterson type gas deformation apparatus
(Paterson, 1970) at GFZ Potsdam. The experimental conditions were
500 °C temperature and 300MPa confining pressure during the whole
experiment. These P-T conditions guarantee that all compression ex-
periments are in the field of trigonal α-quartz. At a temperature of
500 °C DTBs are considered very mobile (Wenk et al., 2006).

The three cylinders, jacketed by a thin iron-sleeve to prevent in-
trusion of the argon pressure medium, were axially stressed with a
differential stress of 145MPa, 250MPa and 460MPa for about 30 h
each. For all samples, stressed in the experiments, just a minor elastic
strain of< 0.4% was observed.

A standard petrographic microscope under plane parallel light, crossed
polars and crossed polars with an additional gypsum plate, was used to
study the microstructure in the starting material (Fig. 4) and the stressed
samples to select the areas for further analyses. In the stressed samples no
indications of any brittle deformation and minimal overall strain have
been found in the fabric related to the axial compression experiments.

Fig. 3. Highly anisotropic stiffness of quartz illustrated by
the equal area projection of the Young's modulus (GPa).
Calculated for the experimental temperature conditions
(500 °C) using isothermic elastic constants from Ohno et al.
(2006). Linear scale. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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The quartz orientation distribution has been measured by both
electron backscatter diffraction-orientation imaging microscopy (EBSD-
OIM) and time-of-flight (TOF) neutron diffraction. Comparing both
bulk orientation distributions primarily aimed at validating the statis-
tical significance of the EBSD orientation analysis with respect to the
DTBs.

EBSD measurements were carried out with a Zeiss Evo scanning
electron microscope equipped with a tungsten filament and a Digiview
IV high resolution digital camera at UC Berkeley. EBSD has been per-
formed on polished thin sections. The sections were cut orthogonal to
the foliation and parallel to the lineation. Thin sections were made of
the three stressed cylinders and of the original, non-stressed quartzite,
serving as starting material. The coordinate system XYZ is based on the
macroscopic fabric with Z normal to the foliation and X parallel to the
lineation (Fig. 4). The mechanically polished thin sections were further
polished using a colloidal silica suspension (SYTON) to guarantee a
damage free surface for the SEM-EBSD analysis (cf. Fynn and Powell,
1979).

Full crystallographic orientations were obtained from automatically
indexed EBSD patterns, assuming trigonal symmetry and the crystal
structure of Antao et al. (2008), amcsd No. 0006212. We changed,
though, the structure and atomic positions to match the right-handed
space group P3121. Images with 696×520 resolution were binned
2× 2. Scans used a square grid and an analytical step size between 2
and 5 μm, so each grain contains several measurement points. The SEM
conditions for the automatic beam scans were 20–25 kV accelerating
voltage, vacuum of ∼10 Pa, in variable pressure (VP) mode to avoid

charging, 15–26mm working distance and 50–100 μA beam current. A
scan usually took between 8 and 10 h. The angle between the incident
beam and the normal to the sample surface was 70°.

Data collection and EBSD pattern indexing were performed with the
TSL-OIM software. The EBSD data with orientations, confidence index
(CI) and image quality (IQ) were then exported from the TSL-OIM
software to BEARTEX v4.3 (Wenk et al., 1998) for mapping and iden-
tification of DTBs with the routine MAPTEX. The CI is a measure of
pattern identification, where every measurement on the grid is assigned
to a value between 0 and 1 depending on the reliability of the EBSD
pattern indexing. High IQ is important for the unambiguous distinction
between positive {1011} and negative {0111} rhombs which is done
based on intensity differences, not positions. Points with a CI below 0.1,
which are considered to be unreliable, and isolated spots were removed
and replaced by the most common neighboring orientation of the four
neighbors. However, there is still a possibility of misindexing if the IQ is
low.

The EBSD data are presented as orientation maps. To define crystal
orientations relative to sample coordinates, Euler angles α, β and γ
were used, corresponding to the Roe/Matthies convention (Wenk et al.,
1998). The first two angles (α, β) define the c-axis rotation with respect
to the sample reference system and γ the a-axis rotation around the c-
axis (e.g. Fig. 4d).

Crystal orientations are plotted with the BEARTEX routine PING as
pole figures and inverse pole figures. Pole figures (sample reference
system) are presented for (0001) axis, and {1120}, {1011} and {0111}
poles. Inverse pole figures (crystal reference system) are presented for

Fig. 4. (a) Crossed polarized light-microscope image of the characteristic microstructure of the quartzite sample (Br2). (b) Crossed polars with additional gypsum
plate, showing elongated quartz grains and few thin mica grains. Areas like these were selected for EBSD analysis (see Table 1). (c) EBSD band contrast map. (d) Euler
γ orientation map with indication of DTBs (red). Z is normal to the foliation; X is parallel to the lineation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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the experimental axial compressive stress direction.
The samples were also measured with the neutron diffractometer

HIPPO (High-Pressure-Preferred Orientation) at the Los Alamos
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE). The advantage of the neutron dif-
fraction analysis is that it allows the study of large sample volumes,
representative of the bulk properties. The measured cylinders were
10mm in diameter and 20mm in length with a total volume of
∼1570mm3. The neutron diffraction spectra were analyzed with the
Rietveld method MAUD (Wenk et al., 2010).

5. Results

5.1. Bulk orientation analysis

Pole figures are presented for the starting material and the samples
stressed at differential stresses of 145MPa, 250MPa and at 460MPa
(Fig. 5), respectively. No neutron diffraction measurement has been
performed on the sample stressed at 145MPa. In all cases the axial
compressive stress direction is parallel to the Z-direction, i.e. perpen-
dicular to the foliation (Fig. 4).

For the EBSD data of the starting material, an asymmetric, broad
and elongate, girdle-like c-axis orientation distribution is apparent
(Fig. 5a). For the r rhombs, apart from a maximum close to the X-di-
rection, the orientation distribution is rather weak. For the z rhombs we
can see a strong maximum (∼8 mrd) close to the Y-direction, and a
secondary maximum near the X-direction. The c-axis orientation dis-
tribution of the sample stressed at 145MPa is similar to that of the
starting material (Fig. 5b). There are, however, three distinct r rhomb
maxima that are nearly at right angles to each other and close to the X-,
Y- and Z-directions. A z rhomb minimum is apparent parallel to the Z-
direction. The c-axis orientation distribution of the sample stressed at

250MPa again does not show any changes with respect to the starting
material (Fig. 5c). Also the r rhomb maxima shifts slightly in orienta-
tion. The maxima are closer to the X-, Y- and Z-directions, as in the case
of the 145MPa sample. A z rhomb minimum is parallel to the Z-di-
rection. The sample stressed at 460MPa shows again a slight shift in
orientation for the c- and r-maxima. The orientation distribution of the
z-maxima at 460MPa is similar as at 250MPa, but the patterns are
more irregular (Fig. 5d). There is, on the one hand, the asymmetric
broad and elongate c-axis orientation distribution. Close to the X-, Y-
and Z-directions three distinct r rhomb maxima occur. A clear z rhomb
minimum is present parallel to the Z-direction.

In general, the orientation distributions for the TOF data are similar
to those for the EBSD data (Fig. 5). The c-axis orientation distribution of
the starting material is again characterized by an asymmetric, broad
and elongate, girdle-like maximum with a maximum preferred or-
ientation of about 10 mrd (Fig. 5a). There is a distinct r rhomb max-
imum in the Y-direction and two rather indistinct submaxima parallel
to Z- and X-direction. For the z rhombs, a maximum is present parallel
to the X-direction, and a rather indistinct minimum parallel to the Z-
direction. The c-axis orientation distribution of the sample stressed at
250MPa with a maximum preferred orientation of about 9 mrd, is si-
milar to that of the starting material (Fig. 5c). However, the three r
rhomb maxima seem stronger, but still parallel to the X-, Y- and Z-
directions. An indistinct z rhomb minimum is still present in the Z-di-
rection. A similar pattern can be observed for the sample stressed at
460MPa, showing a c-axis orientation distribution with a maximum
preferred orientation of about 8.5 mrd (Fig. 5d). The orientation dis-
tribution of the r rhombs show three strong maxima close to the X-, Y-
and Z-direction. For the z rhombs a distinct minimum is present close to
the Z-direction.

In contrast to the EBSD pole figures, the TOF pole figures are

Fig. 5. Pole figures of the EBSD (left) and TOF neutron diffraction (right) measurements, illustrating the quartz bulk orientation distribution. Equal area, upper
hemisphere projection, linear contour scaling. Axial compressive stress direction is parallel to the Z-direction (red arrow) for all experimentally stressed samples; (a)
non-stressed starting material, (b) sample stressed at 145MPa, (c) sample stressed at 250MPa, (d) sample stressed at 460MPa. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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smoother, more regular and show fewer small submaxima.
Nevertheless, the pole figures of the TOF and EBSD measurements are
very similar, indicating that a statistically representative number of
grains was measured by EBSD. This difference can be related to the total
number of grains measured in the bulk orientation analysis. The rock
volume measured by neutron diffraction is ∼1570mm³ containing
more than 1 million grains. The EBSD maps are between 1 and 5mm2

large, containing only between 100 and 600 grains, thus several orders
of magnitude less. Both the fewer number of grains and thus the in-
creased influence of fabric heterogeneity makes that the EBSD pole
figures are less regular than the TOF pole figures.

5.2. Classification of quartz grains

The EBSD analysis shows that quartz grains in the starting material,
as well as in the experimentally stressed samples, contain DTBs. Most of
the DTBs are straight or slightly curved and run through the whole
quartz grain, while others are small (only a few pixels large) and form
an irregular patchy pattern. We manually classified all grains into three
types, (1) grains completely free of DTBs (Fig. 6a), (2) grains containing
straight to curvy DTBs (Fig. 6b) and (3) grains containing patchy DTBs.
Grains containing only a few single pixel-sized DTBs, as well as grains
with less than 5% of twin domains, were considered as DTB-free grains.

We see in all scans grains of all three types. The number of measured
grains depends on the area size of the EBSD scan and the analytical step
size (Table 1). We analyzed between 22 and 94 grains per each EBSD

Fig. 6. EBSD orientation map of (a) a DTB-free single
quartz grain of the sample stressed at 145MPa
(highlighted in green) and (b) a DTB-containing
single quartz grain of the sample stressed at
250MPa, showing two different domains (high-
lighted in orange and yellow). Pole figures of c-axis, r
and z rhomb poles are shown for the different twin
domains. Notice that for the DTB-free quartz grain
one of the r rhomb poles is close to the axial com-
pressive stress direction (Z; red arrows). For the DTB-
containing grain, the green and red bars represent
the shortest, respectively the longest distance from
the closest r or z rhomb pole to the axial compressive
stress direction (Z). (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the Web version of this article.)
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scan, resulting in a total number of 202 grains for the starting material
and between 88 and 129 for each of the stressed samples. All scans
contain patchy DTB-containing grains and very small grains with only a
few measurement points (less than 5). Due to their incompleteness,
grains at the edge of the scan cannot be classified as DTB-free or DTB-
containing. These grains, as well as very small grains and all patchy
DTB-containing grains are not taken into account for the SGOA. On
average, around 20% of the measured scan area is subsequently ex-
cluded for the SGOA (Table 1).

In the starting material around 47% of the analyzed grains are free
of DTBs. The stressed samples have similar or slightly higher percen-
tages of DTB-free grains, ∼46% (145MPa), ∼66% (250MPa) and
∼50% (460MPa) (Table 1).

We counted the number of DTB-free or DTB-containing grains dis-
regarding their size. Thus, large grains and small grains have the same
weight in the analysis. In scans with a large scan area (e.g. Br-starting-A
& B; Table 1) we have fewer measuring points per grain (analytical step
size 5 μm), whereas in scans with smaller scan area (analytical step size
2–3 μm), which is the case for most of the stressed samples, we have
more measuring points per grain. Disregarding this difference in
number of measuring points per grain may have a minor impact on the
accuracy of the results of the analysis.

5.3. Single grain orientation analysis

The SGOA builds on the classification of the quartz grains according
to the presence of DTBs. Our basic assumption is that DTB-free grains
are either crystallographically in a stable orientation, i.e. a crystal-
lographic orientation with an r rhomb pole parallel to the axial com-
pressive stress direction, or completely twinned, i.e. with an original
(prior to twinning) crystallographic orientation with a z rhomb pole
parallel to the axial compressive stress direction (Fig. 7). DTB-con-
taining grains, on the other hand, are considered being in an inter-
mediate crystallographic orientation hampering complete Dauphiné
twinning.

Subsequently a manual orientation analysis has been performed of
both the DTB-free and DTB-containing grains. On the one hand, DTB-
free grains were first selected manually and their crystallographic or-
ientation (〈0001〉, {1011} and {0111}) was recorded. We see that in
DTB-free grains the crystallographic orientation distribution of the r
rhomb poles is indeed such that one of the r rhomb maxima is parallel
to the axial compressive stress direction (Fig. 6a).

In the DTB-containing grains, DTBs separate twin domains. Because
the twin and the host cannot be discerned, we label the twin domains r-
domains (i.e. so-called twin) and z-domains (i.e. so-called host). The

distinction is based on the orientation distribution of the r rhomb and z
rhomb poles with respect to the axial compressive stress direction
(Fig. 6b). In the r-domains the r rhomb pole is closer to the axial
compressive stress direction than the z rhomb pole and vice versa for
the z-domain.

This procedure was applied on all EBSD-scans, as illustrated in
Fig. 8. This figure does not show all of the EBSD-scans, but more data
are included in Table 1. We see DTB-free and DTB-containing grains in
both the starting material and the three stressed samples. All DTB-free
grains are colored in green, whereas the DTB-containing grains are
shown in orange (r-domains) and yellow (z-domains). The area that was
not used for the SGOA is shown in grey (Fig. 8). Remarkably, we see
that in DTB-containing grains r-domains in neighboring grains are
seemingly juxtaposed (Fig. 8).

5.4. Pole figure analysis in DTB-free and DTB-containing grains

In a further step the crystallographic orientation distribution of the
different type of grains in the different samples was combined in dis-
tinct pole figures, for DTB-free grains (Fig. 9) and for DTB-containing
grains (Fig. 10). For DTB-free grains we used three pole figures, for the
DTB-containing grains, we used five pole figures for each sample.

5.4.1. DTB-free grains
We see a clear difference between the starting material and the

stressed samples. For the starting material (total scan area: 5.82mm2) a
total amount of 95 DTB-free grains have been measured (Table 1).
There is a r rhomb maximum about 10° away from the X-direction with
a slightly developed girdle distribution orthogonal to the maximum.
The maximum preferred orientation, close to the X-direction, is rela-
tively strong (∼17 mrd). The pole figure of the z rhombs shows an
exactly opposite orientation distribution. The r rhomb maxima corre-
late with the z rhomb minima and vice versa (Fig. 9a).

The sample stressed at 145MPa (total scan area: 1.15mm2) contains
40 DTB-free grains. The CPO has been completely changed for both r
and z rhombs. The r rhombs show a broad maximum (∼8 mrd) close to
the Z-direction with a girdle containing two small submaxima perpen-
dicular to it (Fig. 9b). The z rhombs show three maxima which correlate
with the r rhomb minima. The maximum preferred orientation for z
rhombs is ∼10 mrd.

In the sample stressed at 250MPa (total scan area: 2.54mm2) 63
DTB-free grains have been measured. The orientation distribution of the
rhombs look similar to the sample stressed at 145MPa, but the r rhomb
maximum close to the Z-direction is much stronger (∼24 mrd) and
more distinct. The girdle orthogonal to the Z-direction contains two

Table 1
Experimental data listed separately for each EBSD-scan, as well as combined for the starting material and the samples stressed at 145MPa, 250MPa and 460MPa
differential stress.

EBSD scan Scan area
(1000× μm2)

Step Size
(mm2)

Non-analyzed
scan area (%)

Total number of
analyzed grains

Number of DTB-
free grains

Fraction of DTB-
free grains (%)

Number of DTB-
containing grains

Fraction of DTB-
containing grains(%)

Starting 5821 202 95 47.0 107 53.0
Br-undef-A 1863 3.0 ∼10 73 28 38.4 45 61.6
Br-undef-B 3532 3.5 ∼10 94 50 53.2 44 46.8
Br-undef-C 426 2.5 ∼15 35 17 48.6 18 51.4
Br-145MPa 1147 88 40 45.5 48 54.5
Br-145-C 421 2.5 ∼15 50 22 44.0 28 56.0
Br-145-E 726 2.0 ∼15 38 18 47.4 20 52.6
Br-250MPa 2536 96 63 65.6 33 34.4
Br-250-A 689 3.0 ∼25 31 21 67.7 10 32.3
Br-250-B 777 5.0 ∼35 27 20 74.1 7 25.9
Br-250-C 1070 5.0 ∼30 38 22 57.9 16 42.1
Br-460MPa 2330 129 65 50.4 64 49.6
Br-460-A 712 2.5 ∼25 42 18 42.9 24 57.1
Br-460-B 670 2.5 ∼30 37 20 54.1 17 45.9
Br-460-C 261 2.5 ∼20 22 12 54.5 10 45.5
Br-460-D 687 2.5 ∼40 28 15 53.6 13 46.4
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submaxima. The z rhomb maxima correlate again with the r rhomb
minima (Fig. 9c). The maximum preferred orientation for z rhombs is
∼24 mrd.

The sample stressed at 460MPa (total scan area: 2.33mm2) contains
65 DTB-free grains (Fig. 9d). The r rhombs show a broad maximum
close to the Z-direction with a girdle orthogonal to the maximum. The
girdle contains two small submaxima, which are much less developed
than the submaxima of the girdle of the samples stressed at 145MPa
and 250MPa. The maximum preferred orientation for r rhombs is ∼26
mrd and for z rhombs ∼25 mrd.

The c-axis orientation distribution still shows the girdle pattern si-
milar as in the case of the bulk orientation analysis, but the c-axis or-
ientation distribution shows a more distinct maximum, probably due to
the big difference in the amount of analyzed grains between the bulk
orientation pole figures and the SGOA-pole figures.

5.4.2. DTB-containing grains
The orientation distribution of the DTB-containing grains for the

different samples is shown in Fig. 10. For the SGOA, we take the or-
ientation distribution of all r-domains and all z-domains separately and
show for each twin domain the orientation distribution of both r and z
rhombs. It can be noted that r rhomb pole figures in r domains are
identical to the z rhomb pole figures in z domains, and vice versa
(Fig. 10).

Again we see a clear difference between the starting material and
the stressed samples. The starting material contains 107 measured DTB-
containing grains. For the r-domains, there is a r rhomb maximum
(∼19 mrd) which is about 15° clockwise away from the X-direction
with a girdle distribution orthogonal to the maximum, containing two
submaxima. The r rhomb maxima correlate with the z rhomb minima
and vice versa (Fig. 10a). The maximum preferred orientation for z
rhombs is ∼14 mrd.

The sample stressed at 145MPa contains 48 DTB-containing grains.
The r rhombs show a maximum (∼10 mrd) close to the Z-direction (10°
towards Y) and two small submaxima near the Y- and X-direction
(Fig. 10b). The z rhombs show three maxima which correlate the r
rhomb minima. The maximum preferred orientation for z rhombs is ∼8

mrd.
In the sample stressed at 250MPa, 33 DTB-containing grains have

been measured. The r rhomb maximum (∼12 mrd) is 20° away from
the Z-direction (towards Y). In between we see a girdle orthogonal to
the Z-direction containing a maximum near the X-direction. The z
rhombs show a partial girdle with three maxima (Fig. 10c). The max-
imum preferred orientation for z rhombs is ∼9 mrd.

The sample stressed at 460MPa contains 64 DTB-containing grains
(Fig. 10d). The r rhombs show a maximum (∼22 mrd) close the Z-
direction (10° towards Y) with a girdle orthogonal to the maximum. The
girdle contains two small submaxima, which are much stronger devel-
oped than the submaxima of the samples stressed at 145MPa and
250MPa. The maximum preferred orientation for r rhombs is ∼22 mrd
and for z rhombs ∼18 mrd.

Looking at the z-domains, we see that the preferred orientation of
the r rhomb and z rhomb poles switch. For the z-domains, the z rhomb
pole figures are very similar to the r rhomb pole figures of the r-do-
mains; and vice versa (Fig. 10).

The c-axis orientation distribution also deviates from the girdle
pattern as seen in the bulk orientation analysis (Fig. 5), but less than in
the case of the DTB-free grains (Fig. 9). This suggests that in the case of
DTB-containing grains a population of grains with a wider range in c-
axis orientation is sampled than in the case of DTB-free grains. Again,
the c-axis orientation of the starting material is different from the c-axis
orientation in the different stressed samples, again suggesting that a
different orientation population of quartz grains is sampled in the
SGOA.

6. Interpretation

6.1. Bulk orientation analysis

The bulk orientation analysis as illustrated in Fig. 5 shows a de-
crease in the concentration of z rhomb poles and an increase in the
concentration of r rhomb poles parallel to the applied axial compressive
stress direction, while maintaining the c-axis orientation distribution.
This can be interpreted as an activation of mechanical Dauphiné

Fig. 7. Optimum crystallographic orientation of a quartz
crystal with respect to the maximum principal stress direc-
tion (σ1) for DTB-free quartz grains, either with an r rhomb
pole parallel to the maximum principal stress direction
(left), or with a z rhomb pole parallel to the maximum
principal stress direction (right). Notice the orientation of
both other rhomb poles, at approximately 90° of the max-
imum principal stress direction, as well as the orientation of
the c-axis, at 52° of the principal stress direction.
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twinning due to applied axial compressive stress. The consistency of the
c-axis orientation distribution in all samples and the almost negligible
amount of inelastic deformation during the compression experiments,
moreover, infers that no significant dislocation plasticity occurred
during the experiments.

The r rhomb maximum parallel to the axial compressive stress di-
rection of the sample stressed at 250MPa shows only a slight increase
compared to the sample stressed at 145MPa. The difference between
the samples stressed at 250MPa and 460MPa is even smaller. Thus
most grains with a high tendency for twinning have seemingly already
undergone Dauphiné twinning at a differential stress of 145MPa and
higher differential stresses do not substantially activate additional
twinning in more grains. Previous in situ neutron diffraction compres-
sion experiment studies showed similar results, suggesting that
Dauphiné twinning in polycrystalline quartz rocks initiates at stresses
less than 50MPa and saturates at 400MPa at 500 °C (Wenk et al., 2005,
2006).

6.2. Classification of quartz grains

The EBSD analysis shows that the starting material and the stressed
samples contain DTBs (Fig. 8). The shape of DTBs looks similar in all
scans. We compared the ratio of DTB-free grains relatively to DTB-
containing grains to figure out if we can see a difference between the
different experimentally stressed samples.

We can see a slight trend from the starting material, over the sample
stressed at 145MPa to the samples stressed at 250MPa and 460MPa
(Table 1). The ratio of DTB-free grains to DTB-containing grains in-
creases with higher differential stress. This increase may suggest that
increasing differential stress may still lead to further completion of
Dauphiné twinning in some grains. It can, though, not be excluded that
this small difference is entirely due to fabric heterogeneity between the
stressed samples.

Fig. 8. Processed EBSD-OIM orientation maps of (a) starting material; (b) sample stressed at 145MPa; (c) sample stressed at 250MPa; (d) sample stressed at
460MPa. DTB-free grains are shown in green; DTB-containing grains in orange (r-domains) and yellow (z-domains); and grains that were not taken into account for
the SGOA are shown in grey. High-angle grain boundaries are shown in black. The axial compressive stress direction is indicated by black arrows (horizontal). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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6.3. Single grain orientation analysis

The SGOA can give valuable additional information about the
changes occurring during the axial compression experiments, which is
not available in a bulk orientation analysis. It enables to distinguish
between grains with an optimum orientation for complete Dauphiné
twinning (Fig. 7) and grains with a less favorable orientation for com-
plete twinning. The former grains are eventually free of DTBs (Fig. 9),
while the latter grains still contain DTBs (Fig. 10).

6.3.1. DTB-free grains
Fig. 9 shows for all stressed samples an increase of the number of r

rhomb poles and a decrease of the number of z rhomb poles for DTB-
free grains in the axial compressive stress direction, compared to the
starting material (Fig. 9a). Thus, grains with r rhombs orthogonal to the
axial compressive stress direction were either already in a stable or-
ientation to start with or were twinned completely towards the stable
orientation during axial compression (Fig. 7). We have already seen a
similar effect in the bulk orientation analysis (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the
pole figures are more clear with distinct maxima and girdles because
only DTB-free grains were considered. These DTB-free grains can all be

Fig. 9. Single grain orientation distribution of positive (left) and negative (right) rhombs in DTB-free grains. (a) Starting material; (b) sample stressed at 145MPa; (c)
sample stressed at 250MPa; (d) sample stressed at 460MPa. The axial compressive stress direction in all stressed samples is horizontal (parallel to Z, red arrow).
Equal area, upper hemisphere projection. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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considered single grain r-domains (Fig. 6).
The orientation difference in the pattern of the three stressed sam-

ples is relatively small, suggesting that a differential stress of 145MPa is
sufficient to approach complete mechanical Dauphiné twinning. It
seems that the initiation of Dauphiné twinning starts below 145MPa
differential stress. Nevertheless, the preferred orientation for the r
rhomb poles increases still slightly from 145MPa to 250MPa. The
analysis of the samples stressed at 250MPa include more measured
DTB-free grains (Table 1), which could lead to a more distinct max-
imum. We cannot see much difference between the sample stressed at
250MPa and the sample stressed at 460MPa, so twinning is probably
already saturated around 250MPa and further increase of applied axial
compressive stress does no longer have a significant impact.

6.3.2. DTB-containing grains
Fig. 10 shows for the starting material and all stressed samples a

comparison of the orientation distributions between the r- and the z-
domains. In principle, the c-axis orientation distribution should be the

same for both r-domains and z-domains. This implies that the r rhomb
poles in the r-domain correspond to the z rhomb poles in the z-domain
and vice versa. Indeed the c-axis orientation distribution of both do-
mains is very similar, nevertheless there are small differences in or-
ientation on both sides of a DTB. The reasons for these differences could
be measurement inaccuracies or a difference in the elastic properties of
both domains. For example, the z-domain could deform more easily
comparing with the r-domain (e.g. Menegon et al., 2011).

The r rhomb orientation distribution of the DTB-containing grains is
similar as for the DTB-free grains close to the axial compressive stress
direction, except for the sample stressed at 145MPa, where the maxima
are around 20° away from the Z-direction. Also the girdle perpendicular
to the axial compressive stress direction is less distinct (Fig. 10b).

This intermediate orientation is seemingly less sensitive to complete
Dauphiné twinning. Therefore, these DTB-containing grains are con-
sidered not really appropriate to be used as a tool to estimate the or-
ientation of the axial compressive stress direction.

Fig. 10. A comparison of the orientation distribution of positive and negative rhombs in DTB-containing grains. r-domain (left) and z-domain (right) for (a) starting
material; (b) sample stressed at 145MPa; (c) sample stressed at 250MPa; (d) sample stressed at 460MPa. The axial compressive stress direction in all stressed
samples is horizontal (parallel to Z, red arrow). Equal area, upper hemisphere projection. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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6.4. Inverse pole figures

After discussing pole figures, we now discuss inverse pole figures of
the axial compressive stress direction (Z) in the experimentally de-
formed samples. The inverse pole figure for quartz (Laue group 3m)
can be represented in the asymmetric unit sector 0001-1010-0110. In
case of the starting material the inverse pole figure presents the or-
ientation distribution of the pole to the foliation (Z-axis in Fig. 4). Be-
sides the bulk inverse pole figures (Fig. 11, left column), we also present
inverse pole figures based on the SGOA of DTB-free (Fig. 11, center) and
DTB-containing grains (Fig. 11, right column). The bulk inverse pole
figures are based on the EBSD scans (Fig. 5, left column). The inverse
pole figures for DTB-free and DTB-containing grains are based on
manually selected grains, irrespective of their size (one orientation per
grain) as was done for pole figures (Figs. 9 and 10).

6.4.1. Bulk orientation distribution
The bulk orientation distribution for the starting material is weak

and very irregular (Fig. 11a, left column). For the stressed samples a
maximum near {1011} as well as a minimum near {0111} is observed. A
comparison of the patterns of the starting material and the stressed
samples thus clearly indicates that twinning has occurred. Already at
145MPa a maximum (1.8 mrd) is present close to {1011} (Fig. 11b, left
column). This pattern is most regular for 250MPa with a distinct
maximum (3 mrd) near {1011} (Fig. 11c, left column). The maximum at

460MPa is weaker (1.8 mrd) (Fig. 11d, left column), most probably due
to fabric heterogeneities or counting statistics.

6.4.2. DTB-free grains
In the case of the DTB-free grains, the starting material shows an

irregular pattern with several small maxima at {1011}, {1122} and
{1120} (Fig. 11a, center). In the case of the 145MPa (Fig. 11b, center)
sample, we see a strong maximum as well as a smaller maximum on
both sides of {1011}, while for the sample stressed at 250MPa (Fig. 11c,
center), we see one main maximum around {1011} and a small sub
maximum around {1120}. The sample stressed at 460MPa has only one
maximum close to {1011} (Fig. 11d, center). The differences between
the stressed samples are again most probably due to fabric hetero-
geneities and the relatively few measured grains for the 145MPa
sample.

6.4.3. DTB-containing grains
For the DTB-containing grains of the starting material, we see

maxima close to {1011}, {0111} and {1120} (Fig. 11a, right column),
indicating that a different orientation population of grains is sampled
with respect to the DTB-free grains. For all the stressed samples the
maximum is near {1122}, an orientation for which there is no real in-
centive to twin (Fig. 11b–d, right column). While grains with an or-
ientation near {0111} had a tendency to undergo Dauphiné twinning,
grains in an intermediate orientation remained largely unchanged.

Fig. 11. Inverse pole figures of the axial compressive stress direction (Z) of all grains (left), DTB-free grains (center) and DTB-containing grains (right) for the (a) non-
stressed starting material, and the samples stressed at (b) 145MPa, (c) 250MPa and (d) 460MPa. Equal area projection. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Again for the samples stressed at 250MPa and 460MPa the maximum
remains intermediate between positive and negative rhombs and be-
comes even more pronounced. This is probably also due to the higher
number of measured grains.

7. Discussion

The bulk orientation distribution analysis, using both EBSD and TOF
neutron diffraction, reveals similar results as previous studies on
polycrystalline quartz materials, described by various authors (e.g.
Tullis, 1970; Tullis and Tullis, 1972; Wenk et al., 2006). Those studies
only consider the bulk orientation distribution of quartz, which in-
directly inferred Dauphiné twinning based on early simple stress ex-
periments on quartz single crystals (Schubnikov and Zinserling, 1932;
Thomas and Wooster, 1951). As an addition to the bulk orientation
analysis, we introduced a novel SGOA. The classification of DTB-free
and DTB-containing grains and the manual selection and processing of
the crystallographic orientation distribution of the quartz grains reveals
that the DTB-free grains are most appropriate to reconstruct the axial
compressive stress direction in these experimentally stressed samples.
Contrary, the DTB-containing grains seem to provide an ambiguous
result with respect to the axial compressive stress direction. Most DTB-
containing grains appear to be in a {1122} orientation (Fig. 11, right
column), insensitive to twinning. DTB-free grains are either in a stable
{1011} orientation perpendicular to the axial compressive stress di-
rection or were completely twinned because they originally were in a
{0111} orientation perpendicular to the axial compressive stress di-
rection (Fig. 7).

The orientation distribution of the r rhombs in the DTB-free grains
thus clearly show a strong preferred orientation parallel to the axial
compressive stress direction. In these axial compression experiments
with a constant confining pressure of 300MPa, the axial compressive
stress direction corresponds to the maximum principal stress direction
(σ1) (Fig. 7). By definition, the intermediate (σ2) and minimum (σ3)
principal stress directions are perpendicular to the maximum principal
stress direction (σ1) (Fig. 7). In case of an axial symmetrical stress state,
no distinction can however be made between both principal stress di-
rections (σ2= σ3).

The angle between the poles to the three r rhombs is 86°, approx-
imating 90°. This particular angular relationship infers that if one of the
three r rhomb poles is parallel to the maximum principal stress direc-
tion (σ1), the two other r rhomb poles are approximately oriented in the
principal stress plane (σ2σ3) (left on Fig. 7). The same angular re-
lationship applies to the z rhomb poles, prior to Dauphiné twinning
(right on Fig. 7).

In an axial compression experiment, with no difference between the
intermediate and minimum principal stress, we would expect a perfect
girdle orientation distribution of r rhomb poles, orthogonal to the r
rhomb pole maximum parallel to the maximum principal stress direc-
tion. In the orientation distribution of the DTB-free grains (Fig. 9), we
see clear r rhomb submaxima within the girdle, suggesting a preferred
orientation of the two other r rhombs. At this stage, we can only assume
that this particular preferred orientation is inherited from the pre-ex-
isting fabric. In this respect, it would be interesting to see how the r
rhomb orientation distribution would develop in a triaxial compression
experiment.

We also have to keep in mind that ex situ experiments only show the
final state of the compression experiment. In situ neutron diffraction
experiments have shown, though, that some twinning reverts when
stress is released (Wenk et al., 2007). Thomas and Wooster (1951) also
showed that Dauphiné twins can be removed by maximizing elastic
strain.

The axial compression experiments show that the initiation of
Dauphiné twinning starts below 145MPa differential stress at 500 °C
with a confining pressure of 300MPa, and saturates between 250MPa
and 460MPa differential stress. Other studies already showed that the

parameters controlling mechanical Dauphiné twinning are primarily
stress and temperature (Tullis and Tullis, 1972; Wenk et al., 2006),
while confining pressure is of minor importance (Wenk et al., 2006). In
general, experiments at ambient pressure (Thomas and Wooster, 1951)
show similar results as experiments at 400MPa confining pressure
(Tullis and Tullis, 1972). Also the mobility of twin boundaries, and thus
the rate of twinning, affects initiation of Dauphiné twinning. Barber and
Wenk (1991) described that DTBs are very mobile at higher tempera-
tures (> 300 °C), especially near the α-β transition temperature, while
the twins are small. At low temperatures, on the other hand, they
suggest that DTBs are locked onto dislocation or other crystal defects or
microstructures. It is likely that subgrain boundaries (2–10°) in both
DTB-free and DTB-containing grains could have a similar influence (e.g.
Menegon et al., 2011). Some authors have also reported that DTBs are
localized along crystal defects and fluid inclusions (e.g. Frondel, 1962;
Fall et al., 2016). In further studies, we have to focus on the char-
acteristics of the DTBs and their relationship with the microstructure,
especially the grain and subgrain boundaries.

No significant effect is expected due to the homogeneous grain size
distribution of the quartzite studied. Our compression experiments give
very similar results as experiments on fine-grained Dover flints
(< 2 μm; Tullis and Tullis, 1972, Barber and Wenk, 1991) and Arkansas
novaculite (∼10 μm; Wenk et al., 2006), confirming that Dauphiné
twinning can also be easily activated in coarse-grained material (Barber
and Wenk, 1979; Wenk et al., 2007).

The consistency of the c-axis orientation distribution between
starting material and the three stressed samples indicates that no dis-
location plasticity was involved in the compression experiments. Twin
domains may, however, show a different distribution of intracrystalline
plastic deformation (Fall et al., 2016). For example, z-domains may act
as preferred sites for dynamic recrystallization (e.g. Stipp and Kunze,
2008; Menegon et al., 2011). Therefore, the SGOA can have an added
value in identifying r- (twin) and z- (host) domains.

The axial compression experiments have shown that Dauphiné
twinning is easily activated and thus has a major influence on the
rhomb orientation distribution. It therefore seems that Dauphiné
twinning may seriously complicate the interpretation of quartz textures.
It is not known how much of the rhomb preferred orientation is due to
Dauphiné twinning and how much may be due to rhombohedral slip or
effects of dynamic recrystallization.

8. Conclusions

With time-of-flight neutron diffraction and electron backscatter
diffraction we have been able to correlate the evolution of the rhomb
orientation distribution of quartz with the applied stress in axial com-
pression experiments. From the bulk orientation distribution we can
indirectly infer that Dauphiné twinning was induced already at
145MPa differential stress and saturated between 250MPa and
460MPa differential stress. The pole figure patterns show an increasing
r rhomb maximum and z rhomb minimum parallel to the experimental
axial compressive stress direction.

The newly developed SGOA gives the opportunity to separate DTB-
free from DTB-containing grains and to study them in more detail se-
parately. Grains with the pole to the negative z rhomb parallel to the
applied axial compressive stress direction are in a highly favorable
orientation to undergo Dauphiné twinning. Grains with the pole to the
positive r rhomb parallel to the applied axial compressive stress di-
rection, on the other hand, are already in a stable orientation and do
not twin. All grains with an intermediate orientation do not show a
clear tendency to twin and remain largely unaffected during the com-
pression experiments.

Using this principle, the SGOA of DTB-free grains can be used to
identify the experimentally applied axial compressive stress direction.
On the other hand, the SGOA of DTB-containing grains does not seem
appropriate to identify the axial compressive stress direction. However,
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the SGOA of DTB-containing grains allows to distinguish between r-
(twin) and z- (host) domains within the grain, which may have its
implications in further deformation studies.

We believe that the SGOA has a potential as a paleostress indicator
in quartz-bearing rocks, such as quartzites and quartz veins, that have
not been affected by considerable crystal plastic strain. In the latter
case, the SGOA, distinguishing twin from host domains, may be useful
in constraining the role of Dauphiné twinning in crystal plastic de-
formation.
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